WHISARD Compliance Action Report
U.S. Department of Labor
Wage and Hour Division
1822588

Case ID:

Originating District:

Wilkes Barre PA District Office

Local Filing Number: 2017-349-00048

Investigating. District: Wilkes Barre PA District Office

WHMIS Case Number:

Lead Investigator:

Registration Date:

05/16/2017

Assignment Date:

05/16/2017

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Employer Information
Trade Name: Family Dollar
Address:

Family Dollar Stores of Pennsylvania, LLC
56-0992563
Lackawanna

449 N Main Avenue

Legal Name:
EIN:
County:

Scranton, PA18504

NAICS Code:
452990
No. Of Employees:

store #10105

(b)

Investigation Information
Period Investigated From:
To:
Investigation Type:
Investigation Tool:
Compliance Status:

11/20/2016
06/28/2017

BNPI:
Reinvestigation:
Recurring Violation:
Future Compliance Agreed:
Involved in AG:

(b) (7)(E)
Limited Investigation
Agree to Comply

Recommended Action:
BWFS:

RO/NO Review:

CMP:

Follow Up Investigation:

Litigation:

Other Action:

Civil Action:

Denial of Future Certificate:

Criminal Action:

BW Payment Deadline:

Submit For Opinion:

Trailer forms attached:

08/11/2017

CL
Violation / Compliance Status

Violations

CL Totals:

0

EEs ATPBWs Computed BWs Agreed LDs Computed LDs Agreed
0

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

CMPs*

$0.00

FLSNM
Violation / Compliance Status

Violations

FLSNM Totals:
Total Violations Under FLSNM:

Date: 01/16/2019 3:29:53 PM

1

EEs ATPBWs Computed BWs Agreed LDs Computed LDs Agreed
1

$1,680.90

$1,680.90

3

$0.00

CMPs*

$0.00
$0.00
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WHISARD Compliance Action Report
FMLA
Violation / Compliance Status
FMLA Totals:

Violations
0

EEs ATPBWs Computed BWs Agreed LDs Computed LDs Agreed
0

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

CMPs*

$0.00

* CMPs computed do not necessarily indicate CMPs assessed.

1
$1,680.90
$0.00

Unduplicated Employees Found:
Total Amount BWs Computed:
Total Amount LDs Computed:

Unduplicated Employees Agreed:
Total Amount BWs Agreed:
Total Amount LDs Agreed:

1
$1,680.90
$0.00

Conclusions & Recommendations:
FLSNM(64.7 hrs)- (b) (7)(E) (b) (6), (b) (7)(C) (b) (7)(E) ER prohibited
from taking breaks for expressing milk, did not
provide adequate space, forced to clock out for short breaks to express, demoted
to PT status in retaliation.
.
hrs reduced 11 hrs/week on avg. Firm came into compliance, reinstated to FT hrs.
(b) (7)(E)
Retaliation under 15(a)(3) asserted, BWs due $1,680.90 for demoted period. FC held 7/10/17 w/N. Neely, Corp HR Dir.
ATFC/ATP, ECA still under consideration by firm.
(b) (6), (b

(b) (6), (b

(b) (6), (

(b) (6

07/31/2017
WHI Signature:__________________________________Date:__________________
Reviewed By:____________________________________Date:__________________

Date: 01/16/2019 3:29:53 PM
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Case ID: 1822588
Family Dollar #10105
Phone: (570) 347-1517
Family Dollar Stores of Pennsylvania, LLC EIN #: 56-0992563
449 North Main Avenue
Scranton, PA 18504
FLSA NARRATIVE
COVERAGE:
The establishment operates as a retail store, specializing in the sale of low-priced general merchandise.
Products sold at the establishment are produced and shipped in interstate commerce and handled by all
employees of the store. Further, employees of the store are engaged in processing credit card transactions
when ringing out customers. Family Dollar Stores of Pennsylvania, LLC was registered in the state of
VA in August of 1971. There are over 8,000 Family Dollar retail establishments across the United States.
The corporate headquarters for Family Dollar is located at 10301 Monroe Road Matthews, NC 28105.
Family Dollar is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Dollar Tree. A listing of the members of the board of
directors is publicly available, with Mr. Bob Sasser names as Chief Executive Officer. On average, the
subject establishment employs
employees, though there are over 100,000 employees enterprisewide.
4-A; Trade/comm

According to Natalie Neely, Corporate Director of Human Resources, and publicly circulated documents,
the annual revenue for Family Dollar exceeds $10,000,000,000.00 for the years 2014, 2015 and 2016 (See
Ex. C-1 through C-3). As such, enterprise coverage under the section 3(s)(1)(a) of the FLSA is
established for all employees of the establishment. This limited investigation covers the period
11/20/2016 to 06/28/2017.
Section 3(d) Employer: During the investigation, the WHI dealt primarily with Corporate Human
Resources Director Ms. Natalie Neely. Ms. Neely is a 3(d) employer as defined by the FLSA. She
develops, implements and enforces corporate policies. She makes independent decisions regarding the
hiring, firing and changing in status of all personnel. She oversees the human resources and payroll
functions for all employees and is responsible for ensuring compliance with state and federal workplace
regulations (See Ex. D-8).
MODO: The Raleigh, NC District Office is the MODO. WHI associated the case with the MODO record
and was provided the following instructions: The NCDO MODO instructs WHIs to determine facts
locally. Contact MODO prior to FC if large or corporate wide violations. CMP's rec for repeat violations
of same Act. ER's extensive history can be viewed on the MODO Case Log tab. Provide a copy of FMLA
policy. A copy of the firm's FMLA policy was provided to the MODO and WHI was instructed to proceed
to final conference (See Ex. D-12).
Prior History: The Wilkes-Barre DO has no prior history with this employer. A WHISARD search
across all WHD regions generates over 400 interventions. None of those results were registered under
FLSANM.
EXEMPTIONS:
7-E; Enforcement technique
No exemptions were explored in this limited investigation.
a non-exempt employee
compensated on an hourly basis. 7-E; Enforcement technique is entitled to protection under 7(r) (See Ex. A1 and B-1).
STATUS OF COMPLIANCE:
Reason for Investigation: This limited investigation was initiated upon 7-E; Enforcement technique
employer prohibited her from taking breaks for the purpose of expressing milk.
Further, on occasions when she was permitted a break of short duration (15 minutes) to express milk, the
employer required her to clock out, and the break was uncompensated. 7-C: Personal privacy also alleged that

7-C Person

she was being required to express milk in an unshielded area that was not free from intrusion.
voiced concerns regarding the protections she may be entitled to under 7(r) to a district
manager. Shortly thereafter, 7-C: Personal privacy was informed by the store manager she would be reduced to
part-time hours due to her need to take breaks to express milk (See Ex. B-1).
The allegations were substantiated. 7-C: Personal privacy provided WHD written permission to use her name
to conduct this investigation (See Ex. D-1a).
Findings Section 6:
A review of payroll records and employee interviews revealed no violations (See Ex. A-1).
Findings Section 7:
A review of payroll records and employee interviews revealed 7-C: Personal privacy was paid T1/2 her hourly
rate for all hours worked over 40 in a workweek (See Ex. A-1 and A-2).
Violations under Section 7(r) were disclosed. 7-C: Personal privacy gave birth to a child on 11/20/2016. Her
maternity leave was designated under FMLA from 10/15/2016 until 01/08/2017. Prior to the
commencement of her FMLA, she verbally communicated her need to take breaks to express breast milk
upon her return to work with the Store Manager at the time, Ms. Tiffany Matthews. 7-C: Personal privacy was
provided information regarding EEOC Title VII when WHI visited the establishment on 5/24/2017 (See
Ex. D-1d).
Insufficient break time 7(r)(1)(A):
From the time 7-C: Personal privacy returned to work 01/09/2017 until some point in early April, she was able
to take a break to express milk as needed. In April, a new Store Manager, Barbara Mills, was hired and
adjusted the schedule. As a result, 7-C: Personal privacy spent the majority of her time working alone and there
was no coverage from co-workers to provide her an opportunity to take a break. She was not permitted to
leave the front of the store to take a break, nor was she permitted to lock the doors of the store to take a
break. The only days she was able to take a break was when the store had deliveries and additional
employees were scheduled. From early April 2017 until WHD's intervention, 7-C: Personal privacy was
typically denied breaks on three of five working days per week.
7-C: Personal privacy

informed the Store Manager and District Manager that she would typically only need
one break of 15-minutes in duration per shift to express milk. There is no evidence that either
management official made an effort to accommodate her need for a break (See Ex. A-1, B-1 and D-8).

Resolution: On 5/19/2017, WHI informed Mr. Brian Nini, Corporate Associate Relations Manager, of the
employer's requirement to be compliant with Section 7(r). WHI was referred to Ms. Natalie Neely
(Corporate HR Director), to whom an appointment letter was issued. On 05/26/2017, a conversation and
documents provided by Ms. Neely showed that the corporate office had been in communication with the
Store Manager and District Manager to inform them that they must accommodate 7-C: Personal privacy for
breaks to express milk. WHI later placed a follow-up call to 7-C: Personal privacy and she confirmed she was
being permitted to take a break for this purpose.
Insufficient Space 7(r)(1)(B):
From the time 7-C: Personal privacy returned to work, she was never provided a space in which to express milk
that was shielded from view and free from intrusion by co-workers and the public. 7-C: Personal privacy was
required to express milk in the stock room, which is an open area accessible to both employees and
vendors. The stock room is the area in which inventory is unloaded from delivery trucks and held before
being placed on the sales floor. 7-C: Personal privacy had been intruded on while expressing milk on two
occasions, once by a co-worker, and once by a vendor. The stock room is an area frequented by
employees, as it holds a break area with refrigerator and microwave, and a space for employees to leave
their personal effects while they work (See Ex. D-2 and D-3).

Back wages due 7-C: Personal privacy = $1,680.90
A JRC call was held with representatives from the RO and RSOL to confirm the pursuit of back wages
due to the assertion of retaliation under 15(a)(3). The call was held on 6/26/17 and all parties in
attendance agreed to pursue back wages in this matter (See Ex. D-9). WHI was also instructed to draft an
Enhanced Compliance Agreement and present it to the firm (See Ex. D-10). Ms. Neely was initially
responsive to the ECA and suggested revision, but had become unresponsive to WHIs requests for
signature at the time of case submission.
Findings Section 11: The limited investigation revealed no Section 11 violations (See Ex. A-1).
Findings Section 12: The limited investigation revealed no Section 12 violations (See Ex. A-1 and D-8).
DISPOSITION
The final conference was held, via telephone, on July 10, 2017. Representing Family Dollar were:
I. Ms. Natalie Neely, Human Resources Director
II. Mr. Thomas Alcala, Corporate Associate Relations Manager
III. Ms. Lisa Kistler, District Manager
IV. Ms. Barbara Mills, Store Manager #10105
WHI 7-C: Personal privacy represented the Wage and Hour Division. WHI began the conference by
explaining how the provisions under Section 7(r) and how they are applicable in this instant investigation.
All parties confirmed their understanding.
Each violation and the resolution taken to come into compliance was reviewed at length. Ms. Neely
confirmed that the firm is committed to future compliance not only at the subject establishment, but at all
establishments across the United States. Ms. Neely stated that the violations were a result of
miscommunication at the store level and has worked with the District Manager and Store Manager to
ensure they understand the firm's responsibilities under Section 7(r). Ms. Mills asked a few questions
about scheduling and obtaining information to determine whether an employee would have a need for
breaks to express milk. WHI answered Ms. Mills' questions and she confirmed her understanding of the
break time and space requirements.
WHI explained to Ms. Neely that the Division was seeking, and had drafted, an Enhanced Compliance
Agreement, which would be sent to her, via e-mail, at the conclusion of the call. WHI reviewed the
provisions of the ECA with Ms. Neely in a call later that day. Ms. Neely also indicated that she was
sharing the Break Time for Nursing Mothers PowerPoint Presentation with Associate Relations Managers
at training during the upcoming week.
Ms. Neely informed WHI the ECA was forwarded to Family Dollar's legal department for further review.
On 7/18/17, Ms. Neely sent WHI a copy of the ECA with changes proposed as a result of the legal
department's review of the document. WHI discussed which changes would be acceptable with ADD
Gregory, and a revised copy was sent to Ms. Neely on 7/20/2017. Several attempts to reach Ms. Neely
via telephone and e-mail were unsuccessful. As such, the case is being submitted for review without an
executed ECA.
FMLA: The employer has over 50 employees and is covered under the FMLA. There are a total of three
Family Dollar stores within the city of Scranton, Pennsylvania. It appears that there are numerous store
locations within 75 miles of the subject establishment. Eligibility based on 50 employees within 75 miles
of the establishment is evidenced by the fact that complainant was found eligible for FMLA, which
commenced on 10/15/2017.
The required FMLA poster is visible in a common area accessible to all employees. FMLA requests are
handled at the corporate office and the employer uses branded versions of WHD-generated FMLA formed
(ex: WH-380, WH-381) to meet notification requirements. The firm has a written FMLA policy, which is
provided to employees upon hire as part of the employee handbook. There were several deficiencies

found in the policy, as it did not contain information provided in the WH-1420 (See Ex. E-2). The firm's
policy was silent on medical certifications, maintenance of health benefits, and contained partial
information regarding eligibility (See Ex. E-2c and E-2d).
During the final conference, Ms. Neely was advised that changes should be made to the written policy in
order for it to more closely mirror the WH-1420. Ms. Neely agreed to make the changes and will update
employee handbooks to reflect the revised policy. The policy review was provided to the MODO, as
instructed (See Ex. D-12).
7-E; Enforcement technique 7-C: Personal privacy was notified of the outcome of the investigation, via

telephone, on July 13, 2017. She expressed her satisfaction with the resolution.
Publications provided: FS #28, 44, 73, 77A, WH-1518 and Break Time for Nursing Mothers Power
Point.
Recommendation: The file is being submitted to the Wilkes-Barre DO for review. The firm has not been
responsive to WHI's requests for an executed ECA. Should the firm agree to sign and comply with the
ECA, it will be provided to the District Director for signature.
All correspondence should be addressed to Ms. Natalie Neely. Ms. Neely may be reached via e-mail at
nneely@familydollar.com, or via postal mail at: Family Dollar Stores, Inc.
PO Box 1017 Charlotte, NC 28201-1017. I recommend the case be close upon receipt of back wage
payment.

7-C: Personal privacy, WHI

07/31/2017

ADDENDUM:
On August 11, 2017, Ms. Natalie Neely sent a copy of the signed Enhanced Compliance Agreement to
WHI 7-C: Personal privacy. The agreement was executed by Ms. Felicia Robinson, Vice President of Human
Resources, an officer of the company. The document was forwarded to the Wilkes-Barre DO for
signature of the District Director. A fully executed copy should be sent to Ms. Neely via both electronic
and postal mail using the above addresses.

7-C: Personal privacy, WHI

8/11/2017

